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GRM EXPANDS TEXAS FOOTPRINT INTO DALLAS AND AUSTIN 

September 11, 2014 

Jersey City, New Jersey-- GRM, a leader in full cycle records management, today announced its entry into the 

Dallas and Austin, Texas markets. Along with GRM’s existing Houston location, the company now has three 

fully staffed, fully operational facilities serving customers in the Lone Star State.  

While Dallas is a location that was completely initiated and developed by GRM, Austin is the result of GRM 

acquiring Austin Archives, a premier document storage company serving Central Texas. 

“We are extremely excited about these two new, highly strategic locations,” said GRM Executive Vice 

President, Jerry Glatt, “that continue our momentum in the Southwest and our ongoing commitment to 

growth. With Dallas a top-ten U.S. market and Austin, one of America’s fastest growing cities, these markets 

are key to widening the geographic and vertical reach of our services.”  

Dallas and Austin combine with additional recent GRM openings in Houston, Baltimore, Boston and 

Indianapolis, for a total of six new major U.S. markets entered in just the past three years. During the same 

period, GRM has also grown its presence in China and opened a South American location in Lima, Peru.  

“What’s especially great about our Austin Archives acquisition,” added Mr. Glatt, “is that the entire current 

staff is staying with GRM, including Heidi Patterson, the Operations Manager. Better still, GRM is acquiring 

many of Austin Archives’ marquee customers and already has service requests from existing customers 

moving into the market.” 

More About GRM 

Trusted for over 25 years, GRM Document Management is a leading provider of information management 

solutions. We continue to demonstrate technological leadership by bringing proprietary innovation and new 

levels of cost efficiency to document storage, digital document management, data protection and certified 

destruction. Our fully integrated products and services include: a blended paper to digital solution, 

Healthcare Release of Information, eAccess remote inventory control, the Cloud-based Online Record Center, 

business process workflow automation, and GRMpedia, a retention regulatory research tool. 

 

GRM's full service capabilities are available in major markets throughout the U.S., including, Atlanta, Austin, 

Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Houston, Indianapolis, Los Angeles, Miami, New Jersey, New York, 

Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C. GRM is also currently the largest records management 

company in China and has a South American facility in Lima, Peru. 

 

For more information, visit the GRM web site at www.grmdocumentmanagement.com or look for updates on 

our blog at http://www.grmdocumentmanagement.com/blog. 
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